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NBL PROMOTER REBATE AGREEMENT

This agreement is by and between __________________________________ (Promoter) with address of ___________________

______________________________________________________________________ and the National Blackbelt League

(NBL) with address of 341 East Fairmount Avenue, Lakewood, New York 14750. Both parties hereby covenant and agree to the

following terms and conditions:

1. Promoter agrees to become a member of the NBL Promoter Rebate Program. This incentive program is exclusive to NBL 

tournament Promoters and applies to all future calendar years that the Promoter contracts to be a Promoter of an NBL 

tournament. The NBL Promoter Rebate Program is a system whereby any participating NBL tournament Promoter can attend

any other participating NBL Promoter’s tournament with their own students and be allowed to keep a percentage of their 

students’ pre-registration fees for themselves. This percentage is set by the NBL on a yearly basis.

2. NBL tournament Promoters signing an NBL Tournament Promoters Agreement for the first time may also be required to 

become a member of the NBL Promoter Rebate Program and sign this NBL Promoter Rebate Agreement in order to be

accepted as an NBL tournament Promoter. Once a Promoter has signed this NBL Promoter Rebate Agreement, they will 

remain a member of the NBL Promoters Rebate Program each year that they are an NBL tournament Promoter.

3. The Promoter agrees to explicitly follow all present and future NBL Promoter Rebate Program rules and the NBL 

Promoter Rebate Forms (with any updates) as provided by the NBL in order to participate in accepting NBL Promoter 

Rebates for NBL tournaments they attend.

4. The Promoter agrees to honor rebates of any participating NBL tournament Promoters whose students attended their 

tournament regardless of reciprocal support.

5. The NBL can revise or amend the rules and regulations governing the Promoter Rebate Program at any time. The NBL also

retains the right to cancel the NBL Promoters’ Rebate Program temporarily or permanently and/or amend the percentage that

NBL tournament Promoters receive for their students registration at other participating NBL Promoters’ tournaments. 

6. All decisions in disputes shall be decided by the NBL without rebuttal.

______________________________________ ______________________________________

Promoter NBL

______________________________________ ______________________________________

Date Date


